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April's Samplers of the Month

Two choices this month, one a reproduction and one a new design. I am enjoying them both.

"ES's Floral Sampler ca. 1840" from Ellen Chester/With My Needle:

I'm stitching mine with Belle Soie on Lakeside's 45c Chantilly Creme that I "modified" a bit with Distress It! before I began stitching
to try to make it more vintage. On the 45-count the cross stitches stand up on the linen like little beads of silk.
During the waning days of April you may purchase the chart ($12) + your choice of fabric and/or your choice of silks at a 15% discount.

"Harmony," a limited-edition design from Just*Nan:

In Nan's words, this limited-edition design is a harmonious combination of seasonal color and texture. Her model is stitched on32c
natural Belfast with Thread Gatherer silks and, for the season divisional titles, she used #8 Pearl Cotton. She has kitted her limitededition design with 4 colors of the Thread Gatherer silks, 4 antique gold charms, and 4 colors of beads in the seasonal shades. ($50) I'm
stitching my model on Lakeside 's 40c Vintage Wood Smoke with 4 seasonal shades of Belle Soie similar in value to those in the kit, using
the same silk for the seasonal divisions.

During what remains of April you may purchase the limited edition kit as packaged by Just*Nan ($50) as
well as the natural Belfast (32c), Edinburgh (36c), or New Castle (40c) for $12 at a 15% discount OR you
may purchase the kit packaged with Belle Soie + Vintage Wood Smoke in your preferred stitch count for
$65 less the 15% discount, $55.25.

Several notes about items presented last week ~

Regarding Roger’s beautiful wooden needlework treasures:

First of all, the mermaid pieces are $75 each, not $75 for the set. If anyone wishes to cancel their order because of a
miscommunication about the per-piece price as opposed to the per-item price, please let me know.
Additionally, there were lots of you who saw these as very collectible, and many of the pieces were sold out within hours. We have
ordered more. Roger loves his hobby and enjoys creating these treasures in his own time. These are all handmade, hand-carved, and not
mass produced. Production time will be months for much of it, and even more so for the intricate pieces like the mermaids. If you are
unwilling to wait, we understand and will be happy to cancel your order. Thanks very much for your understanding
Regarding these beautiful bags from Graceful Threads :

Many of you loved these as much as I did when I saw them. They are very well made with gorgeous fabrics and excellent fabric
combinations. Unfortunately, in less than 24 hours, they were almost gone. Like Roger’s things, these are not mass produced but lovingly
created by one very talented seamstress. Your orders will be filled, but we appreciate your patience for these items as well. Some of
the fabrics are limited, and if we are unable to provide your first choice, we will contact you to ask if you have a second or third choice.
Some of you have already given us those choices, and we greatly appreciate that flexibility.
Regarding the tin frames for the “Friendship Samplers” from Country Stitches/With Needle & Thread:

I discovered this week, when the frames arrived, that we have 2 different styles, both essentially the same size interior, both will work
for these adorable over-one designs, but different "hangers" and different prices. The one on the left is $13, the middle frame is $16.
I think the decision should be based on the sampler’s usage. If it will hang on a wall or a branch or ???, the $13 one will work fine. If,
however, it is intended to be worn as a necklace, the attachment of the hanger is more fragile, in my observation, in the one on the left,
and I would choose the one with the tubular hanger. If you have an order for these, please give us your choice as to which one(s) you
would like sent. Thanks very much for your help.

Here's What's New in the Shop This Week
From Diane Williams/Little House Needlework ~

~ “Alphabet Rhyme” ($8) featuring a favorite childhood rhyme, a wonderful design to stitch for your young children and grandchildren ~
and “Bee Sampler” ($6) welcoming in the springtime with lovely blossoms and bees ~ both stitched on Lakeside linens, both using some of
the lovely Crescent Colours’ overdyed cottons, and both framed in very charming frames from the “Family Tree” line of frames, also
from Crescent Colours.
And here it is . . . Blackbird Designs’ latest stocking publication, ”April Showers” ($9).

For those of you in our Stocking Society, if you haven’t already indicated, please let us know if you would also like a “fabric pack” to
accompany your shipment and, if you do, we need to know your preferred count. We are putting together fabric packs ($13 for a set of
3 fabric cuts) of our very favorite Lakeside fabrics in your choice of either 32c, 36c, or 40c. These stockings are absolutely adorable
when finished, in any size, big or little. For the threads used, several of us have just selected threads from our stash that “match” the
photographs. We’re happy to kit it with full skeins of threads for you ~ just let us know what you’d like.
From Erica Michaels ~

~ the newest in her Petites Collection, “Grand Old Flag” ($15 w/silk gauze) ~ I LOVE this, no surprise to many, I’m sure, because it’s
red/white/and/blue, but I also love the sentiment! And the “Land of Liberty” ($7.50) design is also wonderful ~ the in-the-background
lettering so effective. This needs to be an addition to the shop’s wall in our patriotic section.
From the UK’s Historical Sampler Company, a wonderful birth sampler, “A is for Ark” and “Reflections,” both $15.

And also from the UK, The Nutmeg Company’s very charming designs all presented in complete kits with all of the materials required
for these projects ~

~ first in their Keepsakes Collection, “Small Silhouette Box” ($21) and in their Greeting Cards , “Making Mischief” ($20) ~

~ and “English Village” ($20) ~ “Mid Winter” ($20) ~ “English Rose” ($20) ~

~”Snow Globe” ($20) ~ and a larger card, “Bethlehem Night” ($36).
On display in the shop, from Essamplaire ~ (and we have in stock the kits with silk for all of them except one, which is back-ordered)

~ three small samplers, “Salome Kriebel” ($50) ~ “Ann Claughton” ($65) ~ “Isabella Cook `1836” ($75)

AND

another sampler from

Isabella that she did the previous year, “Isabella Cook 1835” ($125). When ordering either of Isabella's kits, please specify the small
with the zebra of the large.

~ “Elizabeth Yeagers” ($149) ~ I LOVE this one ~ and this next one (too many samplers, and I'm running out of "daylight") ~ and a
former teaching piece, “Dutch Spot Sampler” ($155) ~ to quote Sandy, this one is "drop-dead gorgeous," with lots of queen stitches, a
favorite stitch of many ~ and if it’s not yours, join us for one of our Saturday study groups that will be happening during the summer and
I will try to teach you to love queen stitches ~ because they are so beautiful!

This is the one that we don't have the kit for as of yet, and I don't even know her name, I'm sorry ~ and “Regina Hubnern” “($157)
I'm almost out of time this morning ~ here's a few of our customers' beautiful needlework ~

Carol's "For This Child I Prayed," a beautiful birth sampler for her grandbaby from My Big Toe ~ and another Carol's "Mexican
Sampler circa 1850" with her personal color variations, a reproduction from Queenstown Sampler Designs
And more of Andrea's incredible and prolific needlework ~ Long Dog's "Scarlet Ribands" stitched over 1 on ??? ~ Just*Nan's "Common
Ground," a favorite sampler of many of us who share our passion with those who have gone before us, with its very touching verse over 1

Two of Blackbird 's stockings where Andrea used her own colors ~ an AMAP favorite of a needleworker perched amidst an elegant
alphabet ~ Blue Ribbon's "Alphabet Zoo" ~ and The Goode Huswife's "Ida Mae" that Andrea stitched entirely with stuff, both fabric
and threads, that she got in one of our Attic Treasure bags.

And here are some photos from last night's Fine Arts Program at Hannah and Tyler's Joy Christian
School. They made us proud last night. Tyler was manning one of the camera setups making a video record
of the event, and Hannah was on stage, surprising us with a solo ~ what a beautiful voice! (No bias on my
part, I know) Her grandparents and mommy and daddy were so proud. She also was honored with a number
of ribbons for her artwork. Her art teacher says she could wallpaper a room with Hannah's drawings ~ she
is very prolific and loves to draw.

It's almost time to unlock the shop doors for the day ~ so good-bye for now. Enjoy your Springtime.

Jean Lea
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